Comparison of the binding of the irreversible monoamine oxidase tracers, [(11)C]clorgyline and [(11)C]l-deprenyl in brain and peripheral organs in humans.
The monoamine oxidase A and B (MAO A and B) radiotracers [(11)C]clorgyline (CLG) and [(11)C]L-deprenyl (DEP) and their deuterium labeled counterparts (CLG-D and DEP-D) were compared to determine whether their distribution and kinetics in humans are consistent with their physical, chemical and pharmacological properties and the reported ratios of MAO A:MAO B in post-mortem human tissues. Irreversible binding was consistently higher for DEP in brain, heart, kidneys and spleen but not lung where CLG >DEP and not in thyroid where there is no DEP binding. The generally higher DEP binding is consistent with its higher enzyme affinity and larger free fraction in plasma while differences in regional distribution for CLG and DEP in brain, heart, thyroid and lungs are consistent with different relative ratios of MAO A and B in humans.